
‘Pathways’ TKN

Constructing Pathways to Sustainability: learning across 
disciplines, sectors, regions and cultures

Central aim of the TKN: 

To provide the evidence base for how innovative social science can be 

used to respond to real world challenges by understanding and 

constructing pathways to sustainability across three themes: 

sustainable urban water and waste; low carbon energy transitions for 

the poor; and sustainable agricultural and food systems. 



What do we mean by ´Pathways to Sustainability´? 

• Pathways: the particular directions in which the interacting social, 
technical, and ecological elements of a system (e.g. a city, or an 
agricultural production system) co-evolve and change over time

• Strong interdependence between system elements means system change 
is generally path-dependent (obstructing more radical change)

• ´Path breaking´, more socially just, ecologically viable directions of change 
imply efforts to re-configure existing systems (a highly challenging task) 

• But many possible alternative pathways, so need to move beyond singular 
views of ‘the problem’, to recognise multiple possible goals and values and 
their contestation; a politicised perspective on sustainability



A Pathways approach to understanding (and supporting) 
sustainability transformations 

A knowledge politics: recognizing and deliberating amongst 

multiple ways of understanding and valuing systems, and 

alternative pathways of change 

Interventions/methods for:

• creating spaces for trans-disciplinary reflection and engagement

• exploring diverse perspectives on system functions/properties/dynamics, 

the sustainability problems they generate & desired futures

• opening up political and policy debate to that diversity



A Pathways approach to understanding (and supporting) 
sustainability transformations 

A more material politics: supporting the construction of more 

sustainable pathways of change

multiple possible interventions:

• innovating and experimenting with new practices

• challenging incumbent structures and practices

• seeking political realignments between actors

• building human capacities/collective agency



Experimenting with Transformation-Labs (T-Labs)

T-Labs as multi-stakeholder ‘transformative spaces’ to:

a) explore alternative ‘framings’ of systems, sustainability problems, and 

desired futures

b) generate/experiment with novel ideas for moving towards more just and 

sustainable socio-technical-ecological systems

– e.g. what strategies for affecting change (e.g. where does agency lie, 

which actors have transformative power, what alliances/coalitions are 

possible)

– new rules, institutions, practices, tools (how to support the activities of 

potentially transformative actors)



Pathways Network - Theory of Change

We understand transformative change in any particular system as involving the institutional, 

socio-economic, political and cultural embedding of radically more sustainable social/socio-

technical practices (and the disengagement from well established, but socially unjust and 

environmentally destructive, pathways of change). This requires a) recognizing and deliberating 

amongst multiple possible alternative pathways of change, b) imagining and experimenting with 

novel, more sustainable practices, and c) action to support the kinds of knowledge, governance 

initiatives, institutional practices, forms of mobilization, shifts in political and economic power & 

social/cultural values that can enable more sustainable practices (and help challenge and 

disengage from unsustainable pathways of change). 

Our research teams are exploring interventions to try and contribute to several different facets of 

these complex ´system reconfiguration´ processes. These include (i) the bottom-up building 

of collective agency through a process of reframing how people understand and value the 

dynamics of a system and their position in it; (ii) the creation of multi-actor spaces that allow 

politically marginalized actors to articulate their needs and perspectives as regards particular 

sustainability challenges and solutions, and identify strategies for affecting system change; and 

(iii) facilitation of multi-stakeholder interactions that nurture new ideas and initiatives for moving 

towards more just and sustainable configurations of socio-technical-ecological systems



China

• Focusing on the rapid decommissioning of cement factories in Hebei Province -

part of ‘green transformation’ agenda

• Newly unemployed workers absent from decision-making process.

• T-Lab-based process - a strategy of bringing together government officials, laid off 

workers and civil society, focusing on how ‘green transformation ’ agenda could 

take better account of social impacts

Kenya

• Focusing on solar home energy systems (for off-grid household access to 

electricity)

• Solar energy systems, driven by non-state actors, but in tension with State-led 

energy political and regulatory strategy, and exclude the very poor

• T-lab based process exploring how solar energy systems could be configured as 

part of a more fundamental transformation to inclusive energy sustainability



Mexico

• Focusing on Xochimilco wetlands (Mexico City) - problems of discharges of sewage 

and wastewater from informal settlements and the urbanization of the wetlands 

(undermining traditional agricultural livelihoods and ecosystem services)

• Long history of failed interventions. T-lab based process as a collaborative arena to 

discover and mobilize new kinds of agency to address urbanization 

• T-lab based process involves: a) exploring how different stakeholders understand 

problems from their own particular perspective of their position in the system, b) 

re-conceptualizing Xochimilco as sets of values, and c) discussion of collective 

‘pathway building’ (how can people as a group sustain shared values)

India

• Focusing on Gurgaon urban area, southwest of New Delhi 

• T-lab based process a multi-stakeholder platform (‘Gurgaon Water Forum’) aiming 

to bridge class, sectoral and organisational divides in order to identify and 

advocate for more sustainable pathways around water and waste



Argentina

• Focusing on seed systems and sustainability challenges of market concentration 

• T-Lab based process focused on exploring how diverse stakeholders 

frame/understand (long-term) sustainability challenges from market 

concentration, and possible solutions/ pathways of change.

• And on exploring/creating novel alliances between different actors around specific 

problems/solutions, exploring ‘bridging’ innovations that are able to attract the 

support of actors with different objectives and interests, and ‘enabling’ 

innovations that open up space for others to pursue more sustainable practices

UK

• Focusing on Brighton and Hove, dependent on food supplies from national and 

international markets.

• T Lab based process focussed on small-medium sized farmers as potential sources 

of innovation for sustainable and local food, and issues of a) land availability and 

control and b) connecting producers and consumers.



Some preliminary (general) reflections:

• Knowledge politics central – across all our cases

• Key role of researchers ‘brokering’ knowledge between different 

groups

• Importance / potential importance of alliance building between 

different actors, institutions and interests

• Reframing an important process / potential process

• Contexts matter hugely

• Making space for trans-disciplinary engagement and reflection holds 

lots of interesting potential - e.g. for collaboratively identifying 

‘action routes’/strategies for affecting change: 


